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8 W  H | Bahadur: It he waste to 
know their headquarters, they are in 
Bombay I do not know what the 
hon. Member wants to know

Mr. Speaker: He probably means 
the offices being located in different 
places

Shri Raj Bahadur: I do not think 
they are in different places

Shri S C Samanta: May I know 
how the Eastern Shipping Corporation, 
that is the Scmdia Steam Navigation 
Company, is working m comparison 
with our own Western Shipping 
Corporation run with government 
management?

Shri BaJ Bahadur. If he wants to 
have a comparison between the Indian 
Steam Shipping Company and the 
Eastern Shipping Corporation, in res
pect of trade or tonnage lifted, I 
think, both are working in their own 
fields

Shri Damam May I know whether 
the existing shipping corporations are 
working satisfactorily7 If not, why is 
the floating of a third corporation 
being considered7

Shri Raj Bahadur: At present we 
are not considering the question of 
bringing into being a third corpora
tion The corporations are working 
satisfactorily otherwise

Shri C. R Pattabhl Raman: In view 
of the very large traffic in Madras and 
the east coast to Rangoon and Singa
pore, will Government consider the 
feasibility of having a corporation at 
Madras or at some other place on the 
cast coast7

Shri Raj Bahadur: At present there 
is no proposal

Shri Tangamani: May I know the 
number of ships now owned by the 
Eastern Shipping Corporation and the 
Western Shipping Corporation7 How 
do they compare with the total ton
nage which we now possess7

Shri BaJ Bahadur: In terms of 
tonnage, I think, the Eastern Shipping

Corporation has ewer 50,600 tons GRT 
and the Western Shipping Corporation 
has got a tanker which Is about 10,00# 
tons.
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Traffic Administration for Delhi
+

I" Shri Shrcc Narayan Das:
•M2 J Shn Radha Raman:

* ] Shn Ram Krishan Gupta: 
^Shri Keshava:

Will the Minister of Transport and 
Communications be pleased to state

(a) whether Government have 
finalised consideration of the proposal 
to have a separate traffic administra
tion for Delhi,

(b) if so, the results thereof, and
(c) whether a copy of the draft of 

the proposal would be laid on the 
Table7

The Minister of State in the Minis
try of Transport and Communications 
(Shri Raj Bahadur): (a) There is no 
such proposal under the consideration 
of the Delhi Administration.

(b) and (c) Do not arise.
Shri Shree Narayan Dae: May X 

know whether the working of th*
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present arrangement has been review
ed? If so, have cay difficulties been 
found which can be put an end to by 
having a separate administration?

Shri Baj Bahadur: Shn T S
Khanna, the Engineer of the Hoad 
Research Institute has been appointed 
as Honorary Consultant to advise the 
Delhi Administration and I think we 
shall have to wait for some time for 
the results obtained m the light of the 
advice he gives the Corporation or the 
Administration m this behalf

Shri Shree Narayan Das: What is 
the amount the Delhi Administration 
has to pay to the Police lor the pur
pose’

Shri Raj Bahadur: I cannot give 
the separate figures without notice

Shri Radha Raman* In view of the 
difficulties that are experienced with 
regard to traffic regulations in Delhi 
and a general defiance of the traffic 
rules by the people, may I know whe
ther the present traffic arrangements 
or transport arrangements are being 
revised and new methods are being 
evolved in order to train people and 
also to have better results7

Shri Baj Bahadur: Of course, the 
position is reviewed from time to 
time Apart from that, sometimes 
drives are also undertaken to make 
people conscious of the traffic regula
tions

In this connection I may refer to 
the report recently submitted by the 
Ad Hoc committee on Road Transport 
They have made certain recommenda
tions in regard to the re-orgamsatlon 
of Transport Administration and In 
that connection, I think, we may again 
consider this question.
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Exhibition of Films at Bailway 
Stations

*203 Shri Sanganna: Will the
Minister of Railways be pleased 
to refer to the reply given to 
Starred Question No 1468 on the 5th 
April, 1958 in respect of the showing 
of films at railway stations, and state:

(a) whether such facilities have 
been extended to other Railway
Zones, and

lb) if not, the reasons therefor7
The Deputy Minister of Railways 

(Shn S V. Ramaswamy): (a) Yes
(b) Does not arise
Shri Sanganna. Which are the zones

that have been provided for7
Shri S V Bamaswamy: The I and

B Ministry has provided us with 7 
projectors and they have been distn- 
buted Only the North East Frontier 
zone has not got it We have placed 
orders for it There is only one for 
each zone and we have got to cany 
on on a programmed basis at the 
various stations The I & B Ministry 
also supply documentaries free of cost.

Shri Sanganna: When will this 
scheme be fully implemented m  all 
the zones7

Shri S V Bamaswamy: As soon as 
we get the machinery Now, we are 
doing it on a programmed basis.

Shri Tyagi: In view of the financial 
exigencies and in view of the fact that 
the nation is becoming deeply indebt
ed to foreigners, may I know if Gov
ernment can give away this little




